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Abstract 

Limits in a category are defined by means of diagrams. We begin with the definitions of a 

diagram scheme and a diagram in an arbitrary category A over a scheme as in [1]. We have 

proved that the category of graphs G is finitely complete by using the fact that “A category with 

finite products and equalizers is finitely complete”. 

1. Introduction 

A graph G consists of a pair     GEGVG ,  (also written as 

 EVG ,  whenever the context is clear) where  GV  is a finite set whose 

elements are called vertices and  GE  is a set of unordered pairs of distinct 

elements in  GV  whose members are called edges. The graphs as we have 

defined above are called simple graphs. Throughout our discussions all 

graphs are considered to be simple graphs. Let G and 1G  be graphs. A 

homomorphisms 1: GGf   is a pair  fff
~

,  where    1: GVGVf   

and    1:
~

GEGEf   are functions such that        vfufvuf  ,,
~

 for 

all edges    ., GEvu   For convenience if    GEvu ,  then   vuf ,
~

 is 

simply denoted as   vuf ,
~

 [3]. 

Then we have the category of graphs say ,  where objects are graphs and 

morphisms are as defined above, where equality, compositions and the 
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identity morphisms are defined in the natural way. It is also proved that two 

homomorphisms  fff
~

,  and  ggg ~,  of graphs are equal if and only 

if   gf  Lemma 1.6 [3] 

1. Limits 

Definition 2.1. A diagram scheme is a triple  dMI ,,  where I is a set 

whose elements are called vertices (not to be confused with the vertices of a 

Graph), M is a set whose elements are called arrows and IIMd :  is a 

function. If Mm   and    jimd ,  then we call i the origin and j the 

extremity of m. 

A diagram in a category A over the scheme  is a function D which 

assigns to each vertex Ii   an object ADi   and to each arrow Mm   

with origin i and extremity j a morphism  mD  from iD  into ,jD  i.e., 

  ji DDmD :  is a morphism in A. If I and M are finite sets then we call a 

finite scheme and D a finite diagram over . 

Definition 2.2. Let D be a diagram in A over a scheme  .,, dMI  A 

family of morphisms   Iiii DXf :  is called a compatible family for D if 

for every arrow ,Mm   with    jimd ,  the following diagram 

commutative. 

 

Figure 1 

i.e.   ji ffmD   for all .Mm   The above family is said to be a limit for D if 

(i) it is a compatible family for D, and 

(ii) (Universal Mapping Property) for every compatible family 

  ,: IiDYg ii   there is a unique morphism XY  :  such that 

gfi   for all .Ii   
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Figure 2. 

Theorem 2.3. Let   be the Category of graphs. Then every finite diagram 

in   (over a finite scheme) has a limit. 

Proof. We prove the theorem by actually constructing the limit of any 

finite diagram in .  Let  dMI ,,  be any finite scheme and let D be a 

diagram in   over the scheme . Let  .,,2,1 nI   

Step 1: By Theorem 2.2 [7],   has categorical products so let rDXP ,  

be the 1r  categorical product of  n
rrD 1  [Remark 2.4 in [7]] with the 

canonical projections ii DPp :  from the product P into the ith component 

.iD  

Then from Theorem 2.2 in [7], we know that      nDVDVPV  1  

(Cartesian product) which is the set    iin DVxxx ,,1   for all 1i  to 

n}. Moreover  nxx ,,1   is adjacent to  nyy ,,1   in P if and only if each 

ix  is adjacent with iy  in iG  for all .Ii   

Let Mm   be an arrow with origin j and extremity k. Since 

    jkj pmDDDmD ,:   is a morphism from .1,,  rDDXP kr  

 

Let PKu mm :  be the equalizer of   jpmD  and .kp  Since   has 

equalizers this is meaningful. Moreover since any two equalizers are 

isomorphic (proposition 2.4 in [6]). We may take, without loss of generality 
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           nknjnm xxpxxpmDPVxxxKV ,,,,,,, 1121    

i.e.,       .,,1 kjnm xxmDxxKV 
  (1). 

Also PKu mm :  may be taken as the inclusion map. By Proposition 

4.3 in [6],   has finite intersection. 

So let 

 

with the inclusion map mv  as shown above. Let 

.: PXvuu mm   (2) 

We have following picture 

 

Let ii DXf :  be defined by the composition of the above morphisms; i.e. 

mmii vupf   for all ,Ii   (3) 

Step 2: We claim that   IDXf iii :  is a compatible family. 

 

Figure 3 

Now        nmmjnj xxvupmDxxfmD ,,,, 11  
  (by (3)) 

   nj xxpmD ,,1 
  

[since mm vu ,  are inclusion maps]. 
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    AxmD j 


  

and 

   nmmknk xxvupxxf ,,,, 11     

 nk xxp ,,1   

 .Bxk   

From (1), A and   
 kj ffmDB  and so by Lemma 1.6 in [3].   kj ffmD   

providing that the above family is compatible for D. 

Step 3. We now prove that   Iiii DXf :  is in fact the limit for the 

diagram D. Let   Iiii DYg :  be any compatible family for D. Then by 

definition we have   kj ggmD   (4). 

 

Figure 4 

Then from the definition of products there exists a unique morphism say 






1

,:
r

rDXPYw  such that ii gp   for all .Ii  (5) 

Next we have   wpmD j  

  jgmD  by (5). 

kg  by (4) 

wpk  by (5). 

Since mk  is the equalizer of   jpmD  and ,kp  by definition of equalizer, 

there exists a unique morphism say mm KYw :  such that  
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.wwu mm   (6) 

 

Figure 5 

Since X is the intersection mK  and PYw :  also factors through 

Mmum   for each ,Mm   by the definition of intersection there exists a 

unique morphism 

XY  :  such that .wu   (7). 

 

Figure 6 

Finally we prove that ii gf   for all .Ii   

 

Figure 7. 

Now  mmii vupf  (by definition of if  

 upi  (by definition of u) 

wpi  by (7) 

ig  by (5) 

This completes the proof. 
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Definition 2.4. A category A is said to be  complete if every diagram in 

A over has a limit. If A is -complete for all diagram schemes , then A is 

called Complete. If A is -complete for all finite diagram schemes , then A is 

said to be finitely complete [1]. 

Note: The dual notions are that of colimits and finitely co-complete 

category. 

Theorem 2.5. The category of graphs   is finitely complete. 

Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of the above Theorem. 

Remarks 2.6. In [1, 4, 5] the authors have proved the above theorem by 

using the fact that “A category with finite products and equalizers is finitely 

complete”. However in theorem 2.3, we have proved the same by actually 

constructing the limit of a finite diagram over a finite scheme . This is found 

to be useful in application. 

Remark 2.7. Again in [1, 4, 5] the authors have proved that the category 

of graphs is finitely co-complete by using the fact that “a category with 

coprodcuts and co-equalizers is finitely co-complete”. However in our 

definition of the category   of simple graphs we have shown that   does not 

have coequalizers. Hence the above argument is not applicable in our case. 

Definition 2.8. Let D and D’ be diagrams in   over scheme 

 .,, dMI  Then D and D’ are said to be isomorphic diagrams in   over  

if 

(i) there exists a family of isomorphisms   IDD iiii  :  and 

(ii) to each arrow Mm   with    jimd ,  the following diagram 

commutes [1]. 

 

Figure 8. 
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Theorem 2.9. Let D and D’ be isomorphic diagrams in   over a scheme 

 dMI ,,  with   IDD iii  :  as the family of isomorphisms. 

If   IDXf iii :  is a limit for D over , then   IDDf iiii  :   

is a limit for D  over . 

Proof. By hypothesis we have the following commutative diagrams: 

Thus   .ji ffmD   (1) and     .ij mDmD   (2) 

Consider the family of morphisms   .: IDXf iiii   

Claim 1. The above family is compatible for the diagram .D  

For           ijiiii fmDfmDfmD   by (1) 

jj f  by (1) and hence the claim. 

Claim 2:   IDXf iiii  :  is a limit for D  over . Let 

  IDYg iii :  be any compatible family for .iD  Then   ii ggmD   (3). 

We claim that the family   IDXg iiii



:

1
 is a compatible family for 

the diagram D. 

For   ijjj
gmDg 

 11
 by (3). 

    iijj
gmD

11 
  by (1). 

   ii
gmD

1
  and hence the claim. Since   IDXf iii :  is a limit 

for the diagram D, there exists a unique morphism XY  :  such that 

iii gf
1

  for all Ii   i.e.   iii gf  ,  for all .Ii   Thus 

  IDXf iiii  :  is a limit for the diagram .D  
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Figure 9. 

We illustrate the above theorem by actually constructing the limit of a 

given diagram in   over a finite scheme. 

Example 2.10. Let  dMI ,,  be a finite scheme where 

   ,,,3,2,1 21 mmMI   and        .3,2,2,1 21  mdmd  Let D be the 

diagram in   over where 321 ,, DDD  and    21 , mDmD  are as given below. 

  211 : DDmD   is given by the rule .; 2211 yxyx   Similarly 

  .;;: 332211322 ZyZyZyDDmD   For convenience Let us 

denote the triple  kii zyx ,,  simply as  .,, kji  

Then the product graph 
3

1


r

rDXP  is given by the following diagram. 
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Figure 10 

Let 221

3

1
1 :,: DPpDDXPp

r
r 



 and 33 : DPp   be the canonical 

projections. Then for all ,41,31,21  kji  we have 

      .,,:,,:;,,: 321 kkkk zzyjxipyjzyjxipxizyjxip    

Hence    2111 , ppmDEqnKm   has vertex set 

      .41;21,2,,,1,1  kizyxizyxiKV kkm  

Similarly we can show that    3222 , ppmDEqnKm   has vertex set 

    21|,,2  izyxKV jim  

31  j  

41  k  

 

Figure 11. 
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Therefore       21|,,21  izyxKVKV jimm   

21  j  

.31  k  

Thus if X is the subgraph of 
3

1

,
r

rDX  whose vertex set is 

   21 mm KVKV   then X is given by the following diagram. 

 

Figure 12. 

For 1i  to 3, let Xpf ii   i.e. if  is the restriction of ip  to X. Then by 

Theorem the family   IDXf iii :  is the limit in   for the diagram D 

over the scheme . 

Conclusion 3.1. We have shown every finite diagram in .  has a limit 

and have proved that the category of graphs .  is finitely complete. Also we 

have shown that the forgetful functors is limit preserving. 
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